
EURO DISNEYLAND CASE STUDY CROSS CULTURAL DIMENSIONS

Disneyland Paris is the brainchild of Disney to build a park that will conquer Hofstede Model â€“ Cross Cultural
Differences â€“ Reasons for Euro Disney failure.

This dependency will be transferred to teachers and later on to superiors. Walt Disney Company's. Those
managers would have more experience and know-how, how to deal with the staff, with investors and
executives, and with the media, that could be a Disneys marketing tool instead of an attack base. In
Individualist societies people are only supposed to look after themselves and their direct family. One former
employee was a year-old medical student from a nearby town who signed up for a weekend job. Buyer Power:
Low, low end-consumers. Another error was the breakfast in Euro Disneys hotels, based on assumptions
Disney downsized the restaurants, because they assume that Europeans didnt eat breakfast, when the truth was
that they ate, so they were trying to serve breakfasts in a seat restaurant in some hotels Burgoyne, , deeper
customers were expecting American breakfast while they were serving French breakfast. This can be
explained by the combination of a high Masculinity drive together with the most individualistic drive in the
world. Example: Walt Disney. Universalistic is only one truth or reality, while Particularism is a number of
perspectives on reality. We only find the same combination in Belgium and, to some degree, in Spain and
northern Italy. It has to do with whether peoples self-image is defined in terms of I or We. At the same time,
communication is informal, direct and participative to a degree. Universalistic cultures are focusing on the
rules, but Particularism cultures are focusing on relationships. The total population in Malaysia is 29,, CIA 
Lithe French prefer to work together and take part in social relations mutually, whereas people from the USA
adore the individualism. Both managers and employees expect to be consulted and information is shared
frequently. This can be seen in the typical American behavioral patterns. US The score of the US on
Masculinity is high at 68, and this can be seen in the typical American behavioral patterns. Decision Making is
something that most of the times should be taken quickly and efficient, so those decisions should be taken in
France, not on US as Disney did. Power is not only centralized in companies and government, but also
geographically Individualism Vs Collectivism The fundamental issue addressed by this dimension is the
degree of interdependence a society maintains among its members. Disney should have known exactly their
target market, its age, gender, where they live, what is their family structure, what is their income, what they
do for living and so on. Married couples of high society could go public with a lover without negative
consequences, at least certainly in the past. Now it is one of the most profitable theme parks of Disney around
the world. Americans are the best joiners in the world; however it is often difficult, especially among men, to
develop deep friendships. Superiors have privileges and are often inaccessible. Moreover, alcoholic drinks
were not allowed in the park: contrary French always have a glass of wine during their main meals. In addition
to dealing with language differences, Disney must also tailor other components to meet the local needs. As
Disney was entering in France and most of the employees would be French or Europeans, the ideal was to put
key French managers, to deal with the staff, and probably a French chairman, as well as human resources
managers. The society is loosely-knit in which the expectation is that people look after themselves and their
immediate families only and should not rely too much on authorities for support. This would increase the
chances for its success. A low score feminine on the dimension means that the dominant values in society are
caring for others and quality of life. In conclusion, a company should make use of cultural differences to have
a competitive advantage over other entertainment parks and make it unique, not only a copy of the already
existing ones. Already, the company has been successful in Tokyo. If Disney would have done a proper
Market Analysis and Market Research they would have been able to anticipate many cultural divergences they
had. It is normal phenomenon for Americans to make ranks between bosses and employees; however, the
French people refuse it. Trompenaars research assisted to explain cultural conflicts among both the USA and
France. The USAs culture is belonging to Explicit national cultures, which make a decision with a low context
manner; while France is focusing on Implicit national cultures, which take a command with a high context
manner. This mentality nowadays undermines the American premise of liberty and justice for all. In fact, the
company did not consider employee needs and welfare as it tried to push them to reach peak performance.


